Volume 16 (Encyclopedia Of Taekwon-Do): Supplemental Volume To The Encyclopedia Of Taekwon-Do
Adding to General Choi Hong Hi’s masterpiece, the Encyclopedia of Taekwon-Do, this supplemental volume seamlessly integrates into his 15 Volume set. Volume 16 adds more than 620 photos to the approximately 30,000 of General Choi’s Encyclopedia plus an additional 403 pages, 494 diagrams and 55,800+ words - all extensively researched, documented and primarily based on General Choi’s other books. "I appreciate Mr. Campbell’s efforts and I am certain that this Volume 16 will be a great addition to everyone’s library." ì Dr. George Vitale, Ph.D. (VIII Degree), the first (and to date only) American to earn an academic Ph.D. (in Taekwon-Do) from a North Korean university. Ko-Dang and U-Nam, two patterns connected by fate and politics, are invaluable parts of Taekwon-Do’s history. While neither pattern was discarded entirely, both are complete patterns once considered part of the syllabus. Over time, the namesakes of Ko-Dang and U-Nam failed to continue to inspire a positive patriotic image for all Koreans as each presents acute political discomfort for one side of the Korean Peninsula; Ko-Dang for the North and U-Nam for the South. However, as Taekwon-Do’s patterns are the core of the art, both patterns deserve inclusion in General Choi’s Encyclopedia of Taekwon-Do in order to document the whole of the art equally. In addition to Ko-Dang and U-Nam, Volume 16 also includes a new set of text descriptions for all of Taekwon-Do’s patterns. The Condensed Patterns humbly continue the tradition in General Choi’s books of improving the detail and clarity of the pattern descriptions while leaving the patterns themselves unchanged. From 1959’s ì Same as movement #6 from Pyung Ahn 4 [Sa Dan]à •, 1965’s ì L.B. stance • through to the Encyclopedia’s presentation many improvements have been made over time. The Condensed Patterns continue this evolution by presenting all of the available text-based and footwork information offered in the Encyclopedia, the Condensed Patterns describe each pattern count in a brief and easy to consume format.
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U-Nam and Ko-Dang are well documented in this volume, Ko-Dang was dropped in favor of Juche by General Choi in the recent versions of the Encyclopedia. This supplemental volume to the Encyclopedia of Tae Kwon-Do makes sure these patterns don’t disappear. The author decided to follow a similar structure as General Choi’s volumes, giving it a lot of detail. The foot positioning and transitions, a picture for every movement, the description of the pattern, all there. On top of conserving these two patterns a condensed version of the other Chan-Hon patterns is included in the volume, these do not have any pictures as it just acts as a reference. This book is softcover but very well made. If you are into Tae Kwon-Do patterns and Tae Kwon-Do history this is a book you must buy.

This volume is essential for those who aspire to learn, acknowledge or are curious about the early patterns that are so sparsely known now. Great detailed work on "the lost pattern" U-Nam and for many the unknown Ko Dang. Gives completeness and understanding of how the 24 patterns evolved over the early development phase.
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